### MODEL | DESCRIPTION
---|---
**Body Glove 1 Gal. Portable Water Pitcher**

Part # WI-BG-PITCHER

The Body Glove portable water filter pitcher provides convenient water filtering at home, while traveling, boating or camping. Each pitcher delivers up to 150 gallons of great tasting filtered water. The Body Glove filter pitcher is designed for quick refills while providing more than twice the filtering capabilities of other pitchers. The Body Glove pitcher replaces up to 1,134 half liters of bottled water. **Go Green!**

The pitcher filter is tested by EPA and State registered laboratories and is tested to NSF/ANSI Standard 42. All materials are FDA food grade approved.

**The patented Ionic-Adsorption Micro-Filtration System reduces up to 99.99% of unpleasant tastes, odor, clarity, chlorine, sand and sediment.**

**Includes Pitcher with Filter, Water Reservoir, Filter Flush Kit and Owner's Manual**

**Dimensions:** Width: 5.5” Height: 10.5” Depth: 11.5”

**Filter Capacity:** 150 Refills (replace filter if flow becomes significantly reduced.)

*The Body Glove Filter Pitcher is BPA-Free*

---

**Body Glove Pitcher Filter Replacement**

Part # WI-BG-PITCHER-FILTER

Body Glove portable water filter pitcher replacement filter pack. Each replacement filter pack provides 150 refills for the 1 gallon BG-Pitcher.

**NEW improved design!**

Replacement filter pack includes:
One set of newly designed dual filters, filter housing, filter flush kit and instructions. The new filter housing fits into the current pitcher shell.

*These products do not fall under no-lead legislation.*